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He  believes  the  next  generation  of  learning  experience  has  to  be  created  beyond  the

classic  classroom  instruction  formats.  We  have  to  not  only  nurture  their  curiosity  but

also  inculcate  the  rigor  and  skills  of  framing  a  problem,  finding  resources,  creating

solutions,  communicating,  and  galvanizing  opinion.  We  need  to  revisit  the  evaluation

process  in  a  way  that  the  learner  can  truly  assess  her  own  maturity  and  proficiency  by

going  beyond  scores  in  exams  and  one-off  projects.  The  goal  is  to  empower  citizens  of

tomorrow  to  navigate  the  fast-paced  disruptions  the  future  portends.  Most  importantly,

we  are  committed  to  fostering  a  tribe  united  by  mindsets  and  beliefs  that  can  go  out,

navigate,  and  change  tomorrow’s  world  for  the  better,  on  their  own  terms.  The  strategic

Development  plan  would  act  as  a  guiding  document  for  the  next  five  years  and  help  in

gearing  up  the  institution  towards  delivering  high-quality  technical  and  management

education  thereby  earning  recognition  among  its  peers  as  the  premier  technical  and

management  institution.  We  will  provide  our  students  with  the  necessary  expertise  to

groom  them  to  be  innovative  thinkers,  leaders,  and  entrepreneurs.  We  believe  that  by

continuing  to  be  at  the  forefront  of  engineering  and  management  education,  the

institute  will  be  able  to  improve  its  national  ranking.  Distilled  to  its  core,  the  underlying

theme  is  ‘learning  to  learn,  24/7  and  365  days  a  year,  at  the  student’s  choosing.

- Shri. C.S. Sunder Raju
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Shri. C.S. Sunder Raju  is  a  Trustee  and  Chairman  of  the

Governing  Council  of  Atria  Institute  of  Technology.  He

is  a  Director  of  Atria  Power  Corporation ;  the  company  is

in  to  Hydro,  Wind  and  Solar  power  generation.  He

started  Atria  Convergence  Technology ;  a  leader  in

broadband  ISP  services  across  the  country.  Mr  Sunder

Raju  has  been  involved  in  various  activities  that  have

contributed  to  the  social  capital.  Mr.  Sunder  Raju  was

appointed  to  the  Prime  Ministers  council  for  skill

development.  Mr.  Sunder  Raju’s  contribution  to

Karnataka  State  Lawn  Tennis  Association  (KSLTA) as

Secretary  is  recognized  nationally.  

MESSAGE FROM MANAGEMENT

Our  institution  is  committed  to  its  vision  and  creating

an  outstanding  academic  environment  through

imparting  objective  oriented  education,  dedicated

faculty  members,  research-oriented  programs,  along

with  excellent  infrastructure.  The  students  are  always

encouraged  to  participate  in  extra  co-curricular

activities.  This  brings  confidence  in  everyone  to  train

the  students  towards  excellence.  We  believe  in

emphasizing  more  on  Student  Centric  Learning.

-Dr. K V Naraynswamy

Principal
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career in the Interdisciplinary Digital Economy of tomorrow, incorporating in-demand skills like

Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML), Robotics, Very Large-Scale

Integrated Devices, Nano Electronics, Wireless Networks etc. The department has well qualified and

experienced faculty from reputed institutes. Department is equipped with multiple laboratories under

the VTU curriculum for the practical exposure of the Electronics and Communication Engineering

branch.  A dedicated group of faculties train students as per the industry requirements like VLSI,

Embedded, Signal Processing and Communication. The Centre of Excellence (CoE) for the Internet of

Things (IoT) is available for students to explore their creative minds, develop solutions on Industrial

IoT Gateway, Self-sustainable Hydroponics Monitoring Systems, Smart Campus Solutions, etc. The

students are also encouraged and supported for the preparation for GATE/GRE/PSUs examinations

other than their routine studies. The department has a close networking relationship with professional

bodies such as IEEE, IETE, ISTE and experts from leading institution to excel their knowledge to our

department students in the various emerging fields of electronics and communication engineering. In

the future, the department plans to extend its research into new areas like Biomedical Signal and

Image Processing and Smart Devices.

“The focus of the department is to provide a better campus-based educational experience to the

students for developing their learning interest and critical thinking to increase competencies in

them."

Dr. Arun Balodi

SM’IEEE, F’IETE, LM’ISTE

PhD. Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee,

M. Tech. (Gold Medallist)

 

Message From Head of
Department

Welcome to the Department of Electronics and

Communication Engineering (ECE) at Atria Institute of

Technology, Bengaluru. We started our journey in the

year 2000. The ECE Department offers a Bachelor's

degree in Electronics and Communication Engineering

and a Master's degree in Digital Electronics &

Communication. Over the last two decades, the ECE

Department has recorded a consistent improvement in its

academic, research and placement performance. It offers

a range of add-on programs to meet the changing

requirements of the industry and to meet the needs of

major stakeholders. We believe that our students have

been well accepted in their job profiles and have

consistently exceeded expectations of the corporate

world. Our students learn and become equipped for a 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-arun-balodi-396ab915


A wonderful leader and a brilliant mathematician and aerospace engineer, Dr. Satish Dhawan

born in Srinagar, 1920, grew up to be the Chairman of ISRO and IISc, Bangalore. Dr. Dhawan was

an eminent researcher in the field of turbulence and boundary layers, his most important

contributions are his work on the book Boundary Layer Theory by Hermann Schlichting.

Dr. Dhawan, born into a Punjabi family, was a graduate of University of Punjab, Lahore,  he went

on to complete his Bachelor of Science degree in Mathematics and Physics and also pursued his

Bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering. The list doesn't end there, Dr. Dhawan also

received his Master of Arts degree in English Literature and Master of Science degree in

Aerospace Engineering in the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. He also finished his degree

in Aeronautical Engineering in California Institute of Technology along with his double PhD in

Mathematics and Aerospace Engineering.

It comes as no surprise that Dr. Dhawan was the Chairman of both ISRO and IISc, Bangalore, he

was also the Secretary to the Government of India in the Department of Space. Dr. Dhawan was

not only a great leader in writing, but also in action during his time as chairman at ISRO, Dr. APJ

Abdul Kalam’s team failed to launch a satellite into orbit, due to fuel leakage it landed in the Bay

of Bengal. Dr. Dhawan took the fall for his team and said at a press conference "We failed! But I

have very strong trust in my team and I believe that next time we will definitely succeed" and they

succeeded. Surprisingly, Dr. Dhawan insisted Dr. Kalam take credit for his team’s success.

Dr. Dhawan passed away on 3rd January, 2002, upon his passing, the satellite launch centre at

Sriharikota, Andhra Pradesh, was renamed as Satish Dhawan Space Centre. Satish Chander

Dhawan Government College For Boys is also named after him. Indian Institute of Technology,

Ropar also honoured Dr. Satish by naming The Department of Mechanical Engineering Building

after him, it is called Satish Dhawan Block, IIT Ropar.

Throughout his lifetime, Dr. Dhawan won many awards, Padma Vibhushan (India's second

highest civilian honour) in 1981, Padma Bhushan (India's third highest civilian honour) in 1971.

Indira Gandhi Award for National Integration in1999, Distinguished Alumnus Award, Indian

Institute of Science and Distinguished Alumnus Award, California Institute of Technology in 1969.

Dr. Dhawan published many technical reports and journals , in 1953 he published the Technical

Report 1121, "Direct measurements of skin friction" under the National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics, Washington DC. In 1991 he published "Bird flight", Sadhana Proceedings in

Engineering Sciences, at Indian Academy of Sciences and many more such highly informative

journals/reports.
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Hidden Gems
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Peace,

People indulge in un-peaceful things

To let them imbibe into themselves

This five-lettered word

Peace.

The world is never short of violence

But,

The world is never short of love too

The former creates a void

While the latter fills it

With more than love,

With Peace and Tranquility.

Wars- we fought many,

Attrocities- we committed too many,

Foes- we made many,

But

Peace - do we have any ?

Peace and Reconciliation

Is something we ought to do

Because we are a community.

We make mistakes

We create animosity

Animosity

Which impacts other

For worse than better.

Therefore

The demand and need

For peace is greater than ever

For there is a rise

In communal hatred

In Racial abuse,

In Gender discrimination,

And Gender Harrasment.

We

As humans than a community

Need to

Rethink,

Restructure,

And

Reconcile

To make this world

More Pleasant,

More secure,

More restful

And

Much more homely.

Simply Peace

PROF .  PUSHPA  Y

A S S I S T A N T  P R O F E S S O R
ECE  DEPT .

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ambarbajpai
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ambarbajpai


Figure 1: Human interaction with computer

 Speech communication is the basic means of human communication

using language. It is a part of our day-to-day life. It has been successful

over the years because of the growing demand. Speech would be the

natural medium for human-computer Interaction. Speech Technology

puts your mouth in charge. Speech Enabled Desktops.

 Nurture Computers: Tiny, Intelligent and human-like

 The computer recognizes commands, sentences

 The computer would speak out its response

 The computer allows you to log in after authenticating your voice

1. Introduction- Speech Technology
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Speech Signal Processing and
it's Real Time Applications

1.1 Speech Technology - applications
Speech to Text: Recognize what is being spoken.

Desktops, ATMs, Cell-phones, Automated Air / Train

Inquiry Systems.

Text to Speech: Convert a given text into a spoken

sentence. IVR systems, Screen Readers

Speaker Recognition: Identify/Verify the person from the

spoken sentence. Voice passwords, biometric

authentication .

Speech Coding: Compression of the speech signal for

transmission. VoIP, Audio codecs Speech Enhancement:

Enhance the quality and intelligibility from degraded

speech Military applications

1.2  Modern Speech technology
 Speech Processing in the study Of Speech Signals and

Modern speech technology is a combination of many

disciplines such as Physiology Of speech production

and hearing, Signal processing, Linear algebra,

Statistical estimation, and modeling Linguistics, Syntax

and semantics, Probability theory, Information theory,

Computer science, Search algorithms, Machine

Learning and Deep neural network, Computational

complexity, Computer hardware Figure 2: Military applications
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2 Proposed Methodology for speech enhancement application
A speech enhancement method helps enhance speech quality and intelligibility by eliminating

unwanted background noise or interference as acquired voice / audio signals. Speech enhancement

algorithms are widely used in numerous applications that include automatic speech recognition,

mobile telephony, speech coding, IOTs and Voice over IP (VOIP), hands-free communications,

answering machines, teleconferencing systems, military applications (Secure Voice Communication,

Military Helicopters, Air traffic control training systems),Tele conferencing systems , Speech

Recognition & Voice activity detection (VAD), Hearing Aids Industry, Microphone Array , Music,

Cockpits and noisy manufacturing, multiparty conferencing, voice commands over the telephone to

control financial activities, Biomedical signal processing, Forensic applications, local and long

distance, telecommunications and Robotics applications

2.1 Implementation of proposed speech enhancement framework
A speech enhancement framework depending on ESTOI and Mean Square Error (MSE) objective

estimation for optimizing the performance of Deep Convolutional Neural Network with Harris Hawks

Optimization (DCNN-HHO) for speech intelligibility/enhancement system is proposed in this work.

The proposed ESTOI-MSE based Speech Enhancement framework using DCNN is depicted below in

the following Figure 1. 

Figure 3: Proposed Speech Enhancement framework
In this step, each time-domain speech signal and the noisy signal is segmented into several frames

with the help of Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) that uses Hann windows with the size of 256

samples. The time-domain speech signal and the noisy signal are segmented at a sampling rate of 16

kHz.  Here, an N-point FFT is applied for each frame. The FFT converts the samples from the time

domain into the frequency domain and helps in analyzing the spectral properties of the signal.

3. Results and Discussion
In this work, a speech enhancement framework depends on ESTOI and mean square error (MSE)

objective estimation is proposed to optimize the performance of deep neural networks for speech

intelligibility system. Speech intelligibility and voice quality enhanced by DCNN trained in ESTOI-

MSE based loss function is compared to unprocessed (noisy) speech and baseline DNN enhanced

speech using loss function based on conventional MSE (CONV). 

|FACULTY SPACE



Figure 4: Clean speech signal, input babble noisy speech signal and its corresponding   
 enhanced speech signal at 0 dB
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Thus, the proposed ESTOI-MSE-based loss function significantly improves speech intelligibility

compared to unprocessed (noisy) speech and conventional MSE-based loss function (CONV)

enhanced speech in all Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) levels. The clean speech signal is taken from the

TIMIT test set that contains different speech signals from males and females. NOISEX-92 contains

different types of noises like white noise, pink noise, jet engine noise, car noise, and helicopter noise,

etc. In the proposed SE framework, three kinds of noises like car, helicopter, and babble noise are

considered for training, validation, and testing. The clean speech signal and the noisy speech signal

are tested for different SNR levels ranging from -5dB to 20 dB respectively. Thus, the noise removal to

get an enhanced speech signal and the spectrogram representation of clean speech signal, babble

speech signal with its corresponding enhanced speech signal is represented for different SNR levels.

It is depicted in the below figures as follows: 

Figure 5: Removal of babble noisy signal to get enhanced speech signal at 0 dB

FACULTY SPACE|



Figure 6: Spectrogram of clean speech, babble noisy and  enhanced speech signal

at 0 dB
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Figure 24: Comparison of Extended Short-Time Objective Intelligibility (ESTOI) from the

proposed approach to that of the existing approaches

|FACULTY SPACE
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I feel really exalted whenever I see the youth watching iconic speeches by police

officers, physicians, attorney general’s, renowned statesman’s, Indian mystics, etc,.

and trending those videos on social media. What makes me happier, is that their

speeches will always be packaged with ready-made stimulus incentives for a netizen

to accomplish their mission or concerned task vigorously, with robust mechanism

and also keep up the positive energy.

I really admire and appreciate such refreshments.  A supersonic wave strikes my heart

when I see the same kids watching the same motivational speech/video for the next

fifty days, maybe; sorry I couldn't keep count. After he/she gets enough energy or

enthusiasm to go forward, there is a pretty long speech of another icon waiting for

him/her to be fascinated by. These accessible repositories of incentive speeches in

video format are permeated wherever the blue sky touches. In this digital era, the

proficiency of man is gradually devolving as the gluttony for energy boosters

(motivational contents) is increased, yet the working efficiency is subsided. Many

people are on the edge of desperation, believing necessary motivation is required to

perform even the smallest task. The hateful standard is that the lack of self-motivation

results in depression which results in suicide. 

According to WHO, over 8,00,000 people die due to suicide every year and that every

one in twenty Indians suffers from depression, which I assume to be wrongly

considered. I don't think Indians were and are weak-minded. 

#SO WHY DO WE NEED MOTIVATIONAL VIDEOS WHEN THE NUMBER OF
SUICIDES IS INCREASING EVERY YEAR??

Of course few watch these videos because they are entertaining and energizing. I

can overtly tell you that this century we live in can be called 'IMAGINATION TEXTURE

WORLD’ rather than considering it to be the 'AGE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY’.

I will explain this with an incident I know. I fond out that my friend's  grandmother's

mother is almost a hundred in terms of age. I wanted to see her and know how she

lived in that old age, my friend agreed to take me to her house. When we got there, I

was astonished to see the 99-year-old lady climbing three floors on a staircase that

was yet to be painted, talking to me louder than anyone and I guess she might live

another 50 years comfortably. I am now ready to accept the English saying, 'AGE IS

JUST A NUMBER’ after that visit to her house. 

For the question, my friend asked 'What were you doing to push the time in your

childhood when there was no entertainment like mobiles, TV, messaging apps, social

media, computers, OTT's?’. The answer was clear and simple. She replied 'I used to

just sit staring at the wall every day after household work was over. Though few

readers won't accept this answer, it will still remain the same with their ancestors, too.

In today's world, I guess there are walls covered with layers of dust called

motivational videos, movies, video games, messaging apps, social websites, and

many more but still 24 hours isn't sufficient for us to engage with them. In my

conviction, many are living in their imagination created by intelligence and it's very

sad that they have travelled very far and might be able to accept their current

situation. 

Motivation in Modern Era

S e m  D i g e s t | STUDENTS CORNER
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I am not speaking with respect to technology or personal interest but the resources inundated

in a modern man's life yet, he has failed to satisfy himself. This is also called an attention-deficit

state where, we can't focus or accomplish anything which lasts for a longer duration of time.

For example, in the entertaining aspect, it went from dramas to movies to short movies to

TikTok. If you observe, the time period is decreasing because we are not able pay attention or

completely focus on one specific thing for too long. 

In today's world, we imagine lots of things and do lots more, so, why do we need motivation

and why do we need to feel it more often? When you watch a motivational video your body

reacts to it in a strange way which everyone experiences and few may feel it through goose-

bumps. Scientifically, it is the effect of your brain releasing dopamine, which is actually a

neurotransmitter. Dopamine is released only when your brain is expecting a reward, so

everyone gets habitually addicted to watching more of these videos. Moreover, speech givers

usually inspire viewers/listeners by relating their own personal experiences and success

stories to an audience, which means they have faced their own hardship and misfortunes and

there is no rule or promise that it'll be the same in your future. In this case it is better for

someone to learn from his past than another’s. Vishal S

A holo-fractographic universe is a unified theory based on the principles of holograms and

fractals. Now, what is it actually?

Well, some physicists believe that we are actually living in a giant hologram of an "actual"

universe. Basically, we are living in a virtual universe and the actual reality of the universe is the

"main" universe, if I may call it so, scary isn't it?

The idea is not that the universe is some sort of fake simulation out of The Matrix, but rather, it

means though we are living in a 3D world, the "real" world is actually composed of only 2

dimensions. This is the HOLOGRAPHIC PRINCIPLE.

Brief explanation :

Some distant 2D surface contains all the data needed to fully describe the universe. Like a

hologram, as the name suggests. It might sound unscientific and absurd but these kind of

thoughts have lead to various scientific discoveries and inventions.  This theory includes Space-

Time concepts, Unification of various theories or the Grand Unified Theory, and about black holes

more importantly.                 

Hello there, reader !

STUDENTS CORNER|
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Origin:

In 1974, Stephen Hawkings famously discovered that black holes actually emit radiations over

time prominently known as " Hawking Radiations". This energy bleeds away from the event

horizon of the black hole [ Event horizon - Boundary of the black hole and the escape velocity is

equal to light ] and due to this continuous emission it actually fades away into a small flash like

object in space.

So, if a black hole fades away where does all the data that was sucked in, go? What happens to

the information ? 

Here, comes another concept known as "The Multiverse" - A group of multiple universes which

comprises of Space-Time, energy, radiations, etc.. But let's not go deep into this. Coming back to

the black holes, since the black holes fade and the data in it is lost, it is termed as "Black hole

information loss problem". But it doesn't end here, A Dutch physicist Gerrard 't Hooft proposed

that , when an object gets pulled into a black hole, it leaves behind some kind of 2D imprints of

the data that is being sucked in and these imprints are encoded on the event horizon of the black

hole so, the data is left on the event horizon and is not completely destroyed. 

Since these are just the imprints of the original data, physicists believe that we are living in a

holographic universe and the original data of this universe is elsewhere. Some calculations

showed that they could store enough data to completely describe any seemingly 3D object on a

2D surface!

It's funny where imagination can take us. 

Source : Papers by Gerrard 't Hooft, internet, Brief History of Time, and research papers about

black holes.

                                                                               - Sameera P 
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Chetan KA |2ND year

Chetan KA|2nd Year

Darshan AS |3rd Year

Raj Sharma|3rd Year
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Name | x year

Na
Deblina S|2nd Year

Bharghavi S|2nd Year

Sagarika|3rd Year

ART WORK |  
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DEXTRIX, Atria’s very own tech fest. But don't let the word “tech” fool you, even

though the theme of our fest is a technology and the latest trends of the tech world,

it’s still a “fest”, During

every odd semester, the students of Atria participate in interesting and fun quizzes,

treasure hunts filled with crafty clues, and even tech-infused mukhbangs even!

This year's fest featured a race between the final year students of the mechanical

department. Well, I wouldn’t call it a race between the students, it was more of a

race between their projects. They built fully functional electrical automobiles from

scratch! Super cool, right? If you’re looking for inspiration to make fun and exciting

projects of your own, DEXTRIX is the perfect place to search for it!

It’s filled with so many fun events, so if you’re a fresher that’s considering Atria, look

forward to a lot of exciting cultural events and if you’re a fellow Atrian, then

hopefully, you are looking back at the wonderful bonds and memories you made

during DEXTRIX.

DEXTRIX



The night is dark,
My dream shines brighter in it.
For starts,
I look ahead to rise above,
That’s the goal, we all look for.
Doubt ourselves, in depths that reach the core,
But what do we want? 
To fly and reach the horizon!
Meanwhile,
The dearth of being burnt inside makes us go astray,
Once we learn of hope, we align like the constellations, beautiful and just the way we are.
Finding ourselves whilst helping others hold their beliefs,
Like a boon we had wished for, on a shooting star, just for the sake of it.
Somewhere along the way,
Darkness and blurry sights, seem like an everyday haunted scene.
Miracles and clarity, we should make, out of that insanity.
As expectancy screams,
Falling apart is always a step closer – towards our destiny though,
Even if its the stairs steep or a slide down too gently.
Yet we are almost there!
Every inch making and taking us,
Into that darkness we once feared about.
This time, it wouldn’t scare me, for faith and I are together.
Reaching it, against all odds,
Happily shining, far and abright,
Is me and my very own dream!

|EVENTSS e m  D i g e s t
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Dreams & Constellations

 
-SOURABHA HEDIYAL
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As I had to lead the team in all the formalities the first and foremost thing that I ventured into was to

procure scrap metal materials. The team members for the project were divided into three sub-teams

i.e; Core, Managing, and Design team, and the duties were segregated among the three sub-teams.

Including me and the Core team members with the help of the design team and mentors designed

the base design. The design was jotted down on a sheet of paper just that we could picture the

structure. The design team simulated the structure using the software. The simulation worked just

fine and was approved by the team members and the mentors. The design portrayed one inner and

one outer circle of diameter 10ft and 8ft respectively and was in turn supported by shafts and gears

cloistered from the old unused industrial sewing machine. This whole upper structure was

connected to a low RPM motor which eventually helped in rotating the two circular frames.

The two big circles were pillared by the L-angles and a support circular channel on which the

motor was placed. As this was an industrial project, it required power tools to cater to the needs, we

hired them and learned how to use them with utmost precautions. It was fun and at the same time

dangerous using them, but all that matters is what you learn out of it.
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Fusion of Engineering 
and Art

A typical day of mine looked like purchasing the

raw materials in the morning and helping to build

the structure in the evening, those were the finest

moments. I had to buy materials like High-tension

wires to hold the circles firmly, nuts, bolts,

adjustable connectors, and many more on the

way, while doing this I was acquainted with the

knowledge on how to categorize the quality of the

materials and a little research helped me to know

where the best kind of quality would be found.

“Expect the best, plan for the worst, and prepare to be surprised” that’s how the project named

“Scrap Metal Musical Installation”-A Fusion of Engineering and Art went about.

Firstly, I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to the Management, Faculty, and Head of the

department of Atria Institute of Technology (AIT) for giving me this opportunity to be a part of this

sensational Musical Installation. As soon as I found out about this project I was so excited and in

fact, doubted my ability, but nevertheless, I stepped on and began to think its way out. The

structure that we had to build looked similar to a merry-go-round and worked like a xylophone.

Before we could start the actual process we had to finalize the team members. We were given a

day's time to come up with different ideas as well as a while to ponder over the challenges that we

would face on the journey of completion of the project. Innovative ideas were brought up by the

team members and were shared with the mentors.
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Furthermore, the design had final changes which included the foot-step bearing to hold the shafts,

the gears and were ensured that they were locked while in motion by an allen key screw.As the

weight of the structure had to be minimal , the solid round pipes were substituted by the light weight

hollow MS steel pipes.After these things were set, we had to calculate the exact speed of the motor

so that the musical notes were struck at particular intervals to play the shorter version of our National

Anthem. Now we had to decide what kind of material would sound good and would give out the

perfect note according to this tune,this was done by striking each and every material.The notes were

shortened in millimeter-wise to sound like the musical notes A,B,C,D,E,F,G.They were designed using

the trial and error methods by the parallel comparison with the keyboard to get the appropriate

musical note.Beats Per Minute was calculated as to where and at what positions the musical notes

had to be placed.The notes were hung across the diameter of the outer circle at appropriate places

and the place where there was no actual musical note, it was replaced by a dummy musical note.

Now that it looked good enough, we started off with the grinding of large metal pieces to appropriate

measurements using the cut-off and angle grinder machine, this is where the juniors played a crucial

role in assisting us in this pre-dominant task. It was time to cogitate about the placement of the motor,

whether upright or upside down, each one gave out their opinions, all these thoughts were put

together and we decided to place the motor upright on the circular support channel with some of the

extensions welded onto the edges of the motor. At this point in time, we required a low rpm motor,

whose rpm could be varied using a motor controller. The two circles were now resting on an iron

plate (12mm) which was in turn connected to the motor by the use of shafts.

 DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITY|

At this stage when all seemed to go well, we faced a

formidable hurdle in the design structure, as the

entire structure had to be detachable, the square

pipes were of no good, we required solid round

pipes which had to be given a curvature for the

upper rotating circle. The structure was assembled

to have a vague idea of how it would look like, the

space it would occupy, and the load that was falling

on the support channels. Calculations were done

just to ensure proper cutting of materials so that the

assembling stood firm.
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On the show-day we were one among the hundred odd participants. The place was thronged by

visitors and each one was interested and wanted to know the working, and the building of it.They

were excited to listen to the shorter version of the National Anthem which most of them weren’t

aware. I was lucky enough to be interviewed by E-TV Telangana and was also live telecasted ,this

was also published as an article on the “Times of India” and “Vijay Karnataka”.By 9 in the night the

exhibition culminated and we were real happy for having given a successful presentation. The

Musical Installation was even presented in the 107th National Science Congress fair held at

Bengaluru. On the whole this event brought huge laurels to me and the Institute.

-KEVIN ABRAHAM J

BE (ECE 2019-20)

| DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITY

The highlight of this project was a stationary structure of The Indian Roller bird made by welding

scrap metal rods which held the mallet to strike the musical notes.As the entire structure rotated at a

constant speed,the mallet hit the notes in a synchronous manner to produce the National Anthem

tune. Now that the entire structure was done it was ready for a trial test .Everything worked just as fine

as we wanted it to.When I saw this huge structure standing in front of me I was really astonished and

overwhelmed and admired the beauty of it. After all those efforts that we put in ,after all those

changes that we made during the building of it, after all those sketches that we put into a working

gigantic model, we were thrilled ,excited and ready for it to be transported to Hyderabad with all the

wrappings and paddings that was done to ensure that parts were all intact,safe and sound while

transporting it.I thank the AIT management for commuting all the fifteen members along with the

structure to witness the Maker-Faire Event.
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Smart Navigation Device with RFID and GSM can be used in any delivery agency which

utilizes two wheelers as the primary mode of delivery. Such agencies include food delivery,

small scale parcel delivery, etc. The system can also be used in bicycles for use within

universities or offices in order to help individuals who are not familiar with the campus by

guiding them to their required destination.

The major issue with the conventional navigation system in two wheelers is the rider has to

mount his/her smartphone onto the handlebar of the vehicle making it prone to damage.

During inclement weather, navigation is extremely difficult as once the screen of the phone

gets wet it is hard to make out the route being displayed. Another disadvantage is that the

rider needs to pay attention to his/her phone in order to determine the turns to be made at

particular points which is dangerous as it compromises the safety of the rider as well as that of

the individuals around him/her. The use of headphones while riding is also not recommended

since it too has an adverse effect on the safety of the individual. Lastly, we have noticed that

many delivery agents are not familiar with the navigation system on their smartphones. They

still rely on the old-school method of calling the customer and finding out the directions

which can get hectic for the customer.

 DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITY|
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The main aim of our system is to overcome all of the above-mentioned problems by providing a

cheap, efficient and easy-to-use device. With our system, all that the rider needs to do is to connect it

to his/her smartphone, set the destination and follow the onboard LEDs. This way, the rider can focus

on the road without having to look at his/her phone and thereby reduce the probability of accidents.

For additional functionality, we have included an RFID as well as GSM module along with our system.

RFID is used in order to improve the security of the vehicle as well as flexibility of use. The GSM

functionality is extremely useful, especially in delivery agencies as it automatically sends an SMS to

the customer as soon as the agent has arrived at the location.

| DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITY
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Department of ECE
VISION 

To  become  a  pioneer  in  developing  competent  professionals  with  societal  and  ethical

values  through  transformational  learning  and  interdisciplinary  research  in  the  field  of

Electronics  and  Communication  Engineering.

MISSION

 

The  department  of  Electronics  and  Communication  is  committed  to:  

M1:  Offer  quality¬ technical  education  through  experiential  learning  to  produce

competent  engineering  professionals.

M2:  Encourage  a  culture  of  innovation  and  multidisciplinary  research  in  collaboration

with  industries/universities.  

M3:  Develop  interpersonal,  intrapersonal,  entrepreneurial,  and  communication  skills

among  students  to  enhance  their  employability.

M4:  Create  a  congenial  environment  for  the  faculty  and  students  to  achieve  their

desired  goals  and  to  serve  society  by  upholding  ethical  values.

PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES (PEO's) 

Upon  completion  of  the  program,  graduates  will  be  able  to:

PEO1:  Tackle  complex  engineering  problems  with  the  sound  knowledge  of  electronics

and  communication  engineering.

PEO2:  Utilize  their  knowledge  and  skills  to  develop  solutions  in  multi-disciplinary

environments  through  collaborative  research.

PEO 3:  Inculcate  effective  communication  skills,  teamwork,  and  leadership  for  a

successful  career  in  industry  and  academia.

PEO4:  Exhibit  professional  ethics  and  social  awareness  in  their  professional  career  and

engage  in  lifelong  learning.
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PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSO's) 

Engineering  Graduates  will  be  able  to:

PSO1

Apply  the  knowledge  of  leading-edge  hardware  and  software  tools  to  solve  problems  in

the  area  of  Embedded  Systems,  VLSI,  and  IoT.   

PSO2

Apply  the  concepts  of  Signal  and  Image  Processing  to  solve  problems  in

communication  systems.

NPTEL - www.nptel.ac.in

COURSERA - www.coursera.org/in

UDEMY - www.udemy.com

LINKDEN - www.linkedin.com

edX - www.edx.org

NAUKRI - www.naukri.com

KHAN ACADEMY - www.khanacademy.org

INTERSHALA - www.internshala.com

STUDY LINKS 

https://nptel.ac.in/
https://nptel.ac.in/
https://www.coursera.org/in
https://www.coursera.org/in
https://www.udemy.com/
https://www.udemy.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/
https://www.edx.org/
https://www.edx.org/
https://www.naukri.com/
https://www.naukri.com/
https://www.khanacademy.org/
https://internshala.com/
https://internshala.com/
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S U F I A N  K A K I  A L S A M
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http://linkedin.com/in/dr-arun-balodi-396ab915/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shalini-vashishtha-5189656b/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shalini-vashishtha-5189656b/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sufiankaki
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sufiankaki


STUDENT EDITORS

DEBLINA

SIV
A

ATHULYA

PRAKRUTHI

CHANDU

SAGARIKA

AKSHA

AJANTH

ARYA

DARSHA
N
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/siva-adi/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sagarika-sridhar-0328b61b1
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ajanthbadiger
https://www.linkedin.com/in/deblina-s-97337a1b1
https://www.linkedin.com/in/deblina-s-97337a1b1
https://www.linkedin.com/in/siva-adi/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/siva-adi/
https://www.instagram.com/rockz_freak_24/?igshid=1ealmuilsb6rh
https://www.instagram.com/rockz_freak_24/?igshid=1ealmuilsb6rh
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sagarika-sridhar-0328b61b1
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sagarika-sridhar-0328b61b1
https://www.linkedin.com/in/arya-l-gowda-17919b1b4
https://www.linkedin.com/in/arya-l-gowda-17919b1b4
https://www.instagram.com/rockz_freak_24/?igshid=1ealmuilsb6rh
https://www.linkedin.com/in/arya-l-gowda-17919b1b4
https://www.linkedin.com/in/darshan-a-s-19924b1b1
https://www.linkedin.com/in/darshan-a-s-19924b1b1
https://www.linkedin.com/in/darshan-a-s-19924b1b1
https://www.linkedin.com/in/darshan-a-s-19924b1b1
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DISCLAIMER
This magazine is designed solely for informational purposes and an insight into
the department. While we take a lot of care to ensure getting the right
information, news, content however the magazine team assumes no
responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions in the content of the
magazine.

In the year 2019, the Electronics and Communication Department Magazine,
Sem Digest, was digitized for the first time. 

All the student and faculty, technical and non-technical articles, blogs, published
papers, artwork photography were restructured and designed to fit the digital
version. 

Our student and faculty editorial team carefully curated every part of this
magazine under the digital copy
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Reach Us At

https://atria.edu/home.php
https://www.facebook.com/Department-of-Electronics-and-Communication-Engineering-AIT-Bangalore-101467791536983
https://atria.edu/home.php
https://www.facebook.com/Department-of-Electronics-and-Communication-Engineering-AIT-Bangalore-101467791536983
https://www.facebook.com/Department-of-Electronics-and-Communication-Engineering-AIT-Bangalore-101467791536983
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https://www.facebook.com/Department-of-Electronics-and-Communication-Engineering-AIT-Bangalore-101467791536983
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